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Phase Changes Answer Key 
1.  Condensation is when a liquid changes to a gas. 

2.  Deposition is when a gas becomes a solid without going 
through the liquid phase. 

3.  The process of changing from a liquid state to a gas state 

4.  To change from a solid into a liquid is to 

5.  At what temperature Celsius does water boil? 

6.  Water freezes at 

7.  Water drops that collect on a cold glass of lemonade come 
from  
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Phase Changes Answer Key - HelpTeaching.com
https://www.helpteaching.com/tests/printKey.htm?test=325522
Draw and label a concept map using the following terms: solid, liquid, gas, condensation,
evaporation, sublimation, melting, freezing, deposition, vaporization

Phase Change Reading Answer Key | BetterLesson
https://betterlesson.com/.../3187485/phase-change-reading-answer-key
phase change reading new answer key.doc Letâ€™s Get Physical! (With Phase
Changes) Physical properties are properties that can be measured about a substance
without changing the substance.

Phase Changes Worksheet Name Important Things â€¦
https://www.myips.org/cms/lib8/IN01906626/Centricity/Domain/8123...
Created Date: 9/29/2014 2:16:34 PM

Phase Changes Gizmo : Lesson Info : ExploreLearning
https://www.explorelearning.com/index.cfm?method=cResource.dsp...
Explore the relationship between molecular motion, temperature, and phase changes.
Compare the molecular structure of solids, liquids, and gases. Graph temperature
changes as ice is melted and water is boiled.

gizmo phase change answer key.docx - Course Hero
https://www.coursehero.com/.../gizmo-phase-change-answer-keydocx
View gizmo phase change answer key.docx from CHEMISTRY 100 at Cerritos High.
Phase Changes Answer Key Vocabulary: altitude, boil, boiling point, freeze, freezing
point, gas, liquid, melt, melting

Phase Change Worksheet - Chandler Unified â€¦
www.cusd80.com/cms/lib6/AZ01001175/Centricity/Domain/581/012213...
Phase Change Worksheet ... Use the graph to answer the following questions. ...
Material in this phase has infinite volume and infinite shape.

Phase Change Lab Answer Sheet | BetterLesson
https://betterlesson.com/.../3067078/phase-change-lab-answer-sheet
Phase Change Lab Answer Sheet Phase Change Lab Answer Sheet 1. At what
temperature did the ice melt? What temperature did it boil? 0oC, 100oC 2. At what points
on the graph did the temperatu

Phases of Matter Answer Key - HelpTeaching.com
https://www.helpteaching.com/tests/printKey.htm?test=325527
Phases of Matter Answer Key. ... Circle the correct answers to each question. 1. What
is it called when matter changes from one state of matter to another? ...

www.mayfieldschools.org
www.mayfieldschools.org/Downloads/Phase Change Worksheet and KEY.pdf
Created Date: 12/19/2012 10:54:27 AM

Chapter 3 States of Matter Section 3.3 Phase â€¦
www.bisd303.org/cms/lib3/WA01001636/Centricity/Domain/631/psgt1033.pdf
Chapter 3 States of Matter Section 3.3 Phase Changes (pages 84â€“91) ... The phase
change in which a substance changes from a gas into a liquid is called . 20.

Phase Change Lab ANSWERS - BFosterScience7 -
Google
https://sites.google.com/.../states-of-matter/phase-change-lab-answers
Phase Change Lab ANSWERS. ... Name the phase changes that took place in this lab.
Was ... and the phase changes that would occur in your answer. ...
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